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Abstract 
Requirement engineering in any software development is the most important phase to ensure the 
success or failure of software. Knowledge modeling and management are helping tools to learn the 
software organizations. The traditional Requirements engineering practices are based upon the 
interaction of stakeholders which causes iteratively changes in requirements and difficulties in 
communication and understanding problem domain etc. So, to resolve such issues we use know-
ledge based techniques to support the RE practices as well as software development process. Our 
technique is based on two prospective, theoretical and practical implementations. In this paper, 
we described the need of knowledge management in software engineering and then proposed a 
model based on knowledge management to support the software development process. To verify 
our results, we used controlled experiment approach. We have implemented our model, and verify 
results by using and without using proposed knowledge based RE process. Our resultant proposed 
model can save the overall cost and time of requirement engineering process as well as software 
development. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Requirement Engineering 
Software requirement engineering involves requirements elicitation, requirements specification, requirements 
validation and requirements management [1] [2]. Requirements elicitation involves the ways of gathering the 
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requirements which include many traditional, cognitive, model based etc. techniques. 
Whereas, the requirements specification (where analysis and negotiation of requirements are performed), and 

requirements of users are specified to make them understandable and meaningful for developers. Specifications 
can be formal as well as non-formal [3]. Formal techniques include the set of tools and techniques based on ma-
thematical models whereas informal techniques are based on modeling the requirements in diagrams or making 
architecture of system. There are many and many techniques in both types of specification. Like in formal tech-
niques of specifications, we have different formal specification languages like Z, VDM etc. and in In-formal or 
non-formal techniques, we have UML diagrams which include use-cases, sequence diagrams, collaboration and 
interaction diagrams etc.  

In Requirements validation the completeness of the requirements is checked which means either gathered re-
quirements are correct, complete or not. The main objectives are to analyze the validation and verification of RE 
process, to identify and resolve the problems and highly risk factors of software in early stages, and to make 
strengthen the development cycle [4].  

Finally in requirements management phase, issues and conflicts of users are resolved. According to Andriole 
[5], the requirement management is a political game. It is basically applied in such cases where we have to con-
trol the expectations of stakeholders from software, and put the requirements rather than in well-meaning by cus-
tomers but meaning-full by developers, so they can examine that, and actually full fill the user’s requirements. 

Authors of [6] include the Requirement change management under the Requirement Engineering process. 
RCM is a term which is used according to the history or previous development of the similar software product(s). 
On the basis of historical development, we investigate the need of RCM or not.  

Software Requirement Specification (SRS) is a standard and official document which describes what the de-
velopers will develop. It includes detailed requirements specifications [7]. A standard IEEE format of SRS [8] 
describes the recommendations for a good SRS document. 

1.2. Knowledge Management in Software Requirement Engineering 
Many definitions of Knowledge modeling and knowledge management can be found in literature by authors 
having different background. The one of them is: “A method that simplifies the process of sharing, distributing, 
creating, capturing and understanding of company’s knowledge” [9]. The summary of knowledge management 
in Software Engineering refers to this definition which says that the main purpose of knowledge modeling is to 
learn the software organizations. The more elaborated definition is: “A software organization that promotes im-
proved actions through better knowledge and understanding” [10]. 

A knowledge model may contain multiple attributes. Many authors describe different knowledge attributes 
and factors. In [11], the six activities are been discussed which includes capturing, storing, sharing, learning, ex-
ploring and exploiting. In [12], the major four types of attributes are present in study which describes that there a 
knowledge model should describe the 4 types of knowledge which includes Domain Knowledge, Control 
Knowledge, System Knowledge and Explanatory Knowledge as presented in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Attributes of knowledge modeling and management.                                     
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2. Related Work 
Knowledge modeling is not a new area, a lot of work has been done using knowledge modeling techniques in 
last some decades. In software engineering, knowledge management techniques are used to provide an easy way 
to learn the software organizations. In software engineering there using of software development process or life 
cycle is used and it is called an “Experience Factory” in terms of Software engineering. In knowledge manage-
ment, we collect these experiences from different resources like past papers, case studies etc. and store them into 
a single repository to easy reuse of software life cycle or development process [13].   

In [14], we can see that the authors describe the knowledge based requirement engineering process which has 
to be implemented in the requirement elicitation phase. Authors define a way to use knowledge management on 
a strategy of Requirement engineering phase. In this paper the tacit knowledge is being converted into explicit 
knowledge to save additional cost as well as additional development time, which is described in [15]. Authors 
also claims that, there are many problems and situation in software industry, in which informal as well as formal 
techniques are not helpful, also there are no such algorithms defined which may help to tackle the solution. 
These create an ambiguity and inconsistency in the requirements, so we should focus on the knowledge man-
agement. Which can help the software engineers to obtain an acceptable solution? 

By referencing [16], we can say that knowledge modeling and management can be helpful in software engi-
neering by understanding the business needs correctly, better decision making process, accessing domain know-
ledge and sharing knowledge about local policies and practices. 

In [17], authors have proposed a distributed and cloud computing based knowledge model as a service 
framework. This model will help to resolve the GSD (Global Software Development) issues. A central know-
ledge repository has been used as KM Server to store the knowledge in cloud environment. 

In [18] a complete procedure to develop the knowledge model and run a complete knowledge based process 
has been described. The results of this case study have been implemented in some software organizations to ob-
serve the importance of knowledge modeling. Some activities of KM also has been described in this study, 
which includes the knowledge application, knowledge distribution, knowledge organization, knowledge adapta-
tion, knowledge identification, knowledge acquisition and knowledge creation.  

Authors in [19] argue that software process is essentially a knowledge process and it is structured in a know-
ledge management framework. In study [20] authors describes the issues faced by small and medium organiza-
tions by proper implementing knowledge management in Software Engineering area. 

In [21], the authors describe the need of knowledge management in education of software engineering field. 
There is a big challenge still for organizations to develop a model to support effectively the knowledge man-
agement model. This paper also found some key factors which can make an impact on success of knowledge 
management practices in education. 

A technology oriented knowledge model is been described in [22], which basically describes the complete 
procedure of sharing and creating knowledge in software engineering and software organizations. 

An Ontology based knowledge management software development model has been proposed in the study 
given in [23]. Three types of packages have been described in this study, which are generic package, Ontology 
package and specific package. Authors basically try to analyze the instantiations in Ontology. 

In [24], the authors defined a requirement engineering solution based on the natural language semantics solu-
tion. Natural language based solution can be helpful in the requirements discovery, requirements analysis and 
requirements specifications in form of requirements creation, requirements classification and requirements for-
malization.  

In [25] authors identified the areas where knowledge management lies. In traditional software engineering, 
conceptual specifications and design phase were separate, but knowledge modeling bridge a gap between these 
phases. Also they talk about the generations of knowledge modelling in software engineering, which are: 

In G1 the rules and frames are defined.  
In G2 a symbolic representation is used to abstract the design phase. And then convert these abstractions into 

a model based system development. 
A knowledge model can be based on the principle of task oriented, problem-solving and domain oriented. In 

task oriented the input and output of system is analyzed. Problem is then transformed in tree based architecture. 
On the other hand, in problem solving technique, a major task or goal is divided into sub tasks. Knowledge is 
transformed in hierarchical architecture. And in domain oriented, an Ontology is being used to explicit the do-
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main elements. 
KSM, a knowledge modelling tool is used to model the knowledge. In KSM the important thing is Knowledge 

area, which is further divided into supporting sub knowledge areas (also called supporting knowledge bodies) 
and their functionality. There are two languages used by the KSM to formulate the common terminologies and 
strategies of reasoning. Common terminologies are explained in Concel Language and the strategies are defined 
in Link Language. 

It can also be observed from the study given in [26] that a major problem in requirement engineering is a 
communication, especially, when there is a communication between participants having different language and 
culture. So to tackle the issues, a knowledge modelling is used. A cycle/Spiral view of knowledge is proposed to 
solve the communication issue in RE Process. In this process the requirements are elicited and then specified. 
The elicited requirements are then tacit through socialization process. After elicited, the requirements are exter-
nalized or specified and after completion of circle the finalized requirements are documented, and unclear re-
quirements again return back to specification stage.   

In another paper given in [27], KMOS-RE is proposed, which is a knowledge model on a strategy to require-
ments engineering. In this proposed solution, the author(s) claims that the complexity of requirement engineer-
ing based on an application domain. In informal structured domain, the entities, functions, events and behavior 
of system is explained. However there are some issues in these informal structured domains which are symmetry 
of ignorance, situated actions and ambiguities. To solve such issues we use knowledge management in RE. A 
solution is based on the tacit and explicit. Tacit involves the socialization techniques like JAD, Interviews and 
externalization through knowledge representation and discourse analysis etc. And in explicit we have combina-
tion through data mining etc. and internalization through the knowledge management. Proposed KMOS-RE also 
defines the two phenomena’s machine and world. In world phenomena side we have domain experts who have 
domain knowledge, and in the machine phenomena side, we have requirement engineers who have knowledge 
of software development. When both phenomena’s are being gathered, with the help of software knowledge and 
domain knowledge, requirements specifications can be produced. 

In [28] the author(s) emphasizes on the need of knowledge modelling in requirement engineering process. 
They claim that the requirement engineers should be able to understand the human’s action in which the devel-
oped system will be implemented. Also, a requirement engineer should be able to understand the history which 
will help to develop project. Similarly requirement engineer should consider cultural norms of client (client’s 
organization) and have an access to organization directories or social network to become known about the 
knowledge and its source.  

To be able to above mention qualities, a requirement engineer may use the knowledge modelling. In this study, 
authors relate the requirement engineering with cognitive theories. As RE is a team work, so a process should be 
well defined, use of prototypes, use of common vocabulary for communication, supportive environment and ad-
dress the issues in form of notations and symbols to resolve them separately [29]. 

A knowledge has four dimensions; current situation of environment, experienced knowledge, group know-
ledge and cultural knowledge [30]. So by focusing all these pre requisites authors of [28] compare the cognitive 
theories and examine the improvements in the requirement engineering process.  

3. Proposed Work  
Our proposed methodology is based on the existing model of Faxiang Chen, Burseitn F given in [11]. However, 
we have integrated this model by taking its attributes to just model the knowledge. Our main focus is on com-
plete knowledge acquisition model which has proper semantic rules for elaborating the complete problem do-
main. The main steps of our proposed knowledge model are: 

Knowledge Learning Stage 
Knowledge Exploring 
Knowledge Capturing 
Knowledge Storing 
Knowledge Sharing 
Knowledge Exploitation  
After these steps, we will merge our proposed model into a complete knowledge management model. Here, 

we did not involve the users or its basic requirements about the system, here we just focus on the techniques 
which we will use after getting the basic requirements from users. The input of this model can be a UML Dia-
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gram as well as the requirements in descriptive form. The knowledge model is illustrated in Figure 2. 

3.1. Knowledge Learning Stage 
In proposed model, the activities which are being defined in this learning stage are helpful to learn about the 
problems. Employees can learn knowledge of domain, system, control and explanatory from past papers, histor-
ical related software problems, previous coding and development methodologies, books and case studies etc. In 
next section of experiment design, we are using the case study of Police station automation system, which were 
developed by university students. The experiment group, go through the whole learning stage by getting know-
ledge of manual system from their own resources like internet, columns, manuals, relatives etc.  

3.2. Knowledge Exploring  
In above mentioned proposed knowledge model, we have presented the knowledge exploring phase in shape of 
database storage. Basically, in knowledge exploring phase, we explore the existing knowledge or related know-
ledge using case studies to achieve competitive advantage. In our scenario, we have been search about different 
approaches of implementation of Police station system, and then we come to know about an easy approach using  
 

 
Figure 2. The proposed knowledge based model for requirement engineering.                                                                             
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knowledge model. Many automated systems or projects can be found on internet with named as E-Justice, Au-
tomated police station system etc. but our focus is to learn the implementation techniques to solve the situation 
according to our scenario and requirement. 

3.3. Knowledge Capturing 
The input of this phase is the knowledge which employees have learned as well as knowledge that has been ex-
plored related to software organizations as well as in our case about the software system, which has to be devel-
oped. In this phase we focus on “what”. What knowledge is required etc.? In our particular scenario of Police 
station automation system, we have identified the methods, roles and privileges etc. in this stage. 

3.4. Knowledge Storage 
The input of this phase is captured knowledge from learning and exploring stage. We store all the required 
knowledge in our database. Most researchers use RDBMS [31] in this stage to store the knowledge. In our case 
we have store knowledge related to police station automation system in database. 

3.5. Knowledge Sharing 
In knowledge sharing phase, tasks in form of knowledge are divided into the project team. In our implementa-
tion phase we suggest one student group member to make knowledge model of the police station system, he/she 
will store the knowledge in their particular database in form of textual or descriptive data as well as in form of 
UML diagrams. Similarly, a developer has implemented the police station automated system in Micro Soft Vis-
ual Studio 2013 using C# as programming language. And the third member will assist both members as well as 
make the project documentation. A sharing of knowledge can be presented in form of simple use case diagram 
to identify the user’s interaction with the system (see Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3. A simple use case diagram of police station automation system. 
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3.6. Knowledge Exploitation  
In this last phase of knowledge model, the output in our case was a UML diagram of whole project. The group 
of students who develop this project previously, without any restriction of using RE or software development 
model was facing difficulties in this particular area, because they did not get any domain knowledge properly, 
and they were not clear about what to do. 

4. Design of Experiment  
For experiment design, the guidelines given by Kitchenham et al. [32] and Wohlin et al. [33] were used. In 
study of Kitchenham, we can see that the guidelines for experiment in Software engineering are being repre- 
sented to analysis, data collection in a brief way, not in a detailed. However, Wohlin et al. uses some statistical 
techniques in experiment to analyze the results in more detailed form.  

4.1. Goal and Variables  
The goal of this experiment is to empirically investigate the proposed knowledge model. By implementing it on 
a particular case study, which we can analyze its maximum features and attributes in the first stage. Our experi-
ment based on small project named as Police Station Automation system, of graduate students. 

During experiment, we have identified following variables (see Table 1). 

4.2. Participants 
As we have two groups (Controlled and Experiment), so in each group we have 3 students, each group has 1 su-
pervisor or expert and 1 reviewer. Participants are responsible to develop a program, documentation as well as 
testing. Because the basis of all steps, we can analyze the proposed model (its complexity, benefits and ob-
stacles).  

4.3. Objects 
The software system which is being developed during this experiment is named as “Police Station Automation 
System”. Each group is restricted to use same development platform Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 and Pro-
gramming language C# with MS SQL Server as database storage.  

4.4. Division of Participants 
The division of participants, according to the above mentioned criteria for both groups (controlled as well as 
experiment) is given below. 

4.5. Questionnaire from Participants 
To check the correctness and verification, we have designed a questionnaire for all participants of both groups as 
well as their supervisors. The questionnaire contains following questions (see Table 2). 

5. Execution of Experiment 
To execute the experiment we have assigned the tasks to two groups of students. One group is performing the  
 
Table 1. Identifying variables of experiment.                                                                             

Sr. # Description Unit Possible Values/Range 

1 Time Taken by Group/Individual Hours 20 Hours. 

2 Programming Experience Months 12 months (Max) 

3 Group - Controlled/Experiment 

4 Affiliation - Academia, Industry 

5 Architecture/Design Experience Months 12 months (Max) 
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Table 2. Questionnaire to be filled by participants of both groups (control and experiment).                                       

Sr. # Question 

Q1 Does the proposed model complete the correctness? 

Q2 Is the knowledge management model full fill ease of use property for all stakeholders? 

Q3 Is this Flexible? 

Q4 Does it hold enhancement of Usability property 

Q5 Is the proposed model is also good for the understanding of User’s? (User’s Satisfaction) 

Q6 Is Knowledge Management complex? 

 
role of control group and the other is experiment. 

5.1. Sample and Preparation 
As said earlier, there are two groups of students of University located in Rawalpindi, Pakistan. To analyze the 
results, there are 3 members and 1 supervisor (Manager/Professor). In figure Chart 1 and Chart 2 we have 
mentioned the experience and knowledge of participants. Further, we allow control group to develop a software 
by using their existing knowledge and experience and collect the requirements from either station or by else. But 
the experiment group is restricted to follow the complete proposed knowledge management model to elicit the 
requirements. Knowledge management helps the participants in software reuse, software maintenance, evolution 
and quality control of software system. 

5.2. Data Collection Performed 
Data collection procedure was performed as it is defined in the section Design of Experiment. Questionnaire is 
filled by all the participants after the completeness of software development. No participant was left to fill the 
questionnaire and to give feedback about the proposed knowledge management practices. 

5.3. Validation of Results 
To ensure the validity of results, we conduct the experiment in a controlled environment. No participant was al-
lowed to leave the room/Lab before completion of Questionnaire. Also, as mentioned earlier, both the develop-
ments were made one by one not at the same time or at the front of each other. Group 1 was unknown about the 
Group 2 activities and vice versa. Also, groups were designed in such a way, so they were not aware about the 
experiment. Basically it was a surprised experiment.  

The results of questionnaire of both groups are mentioned in Chart 3. 

6. Result Analysis  
We analyze the results of experiment by using following steps: 

6.1. Descriptive Statistical Analysis 
We conduct two developments of same project from different group. One is control group and other is 
experiment group. After complete the requirement gathering and completion of software development we can 
analyze the results in a statistical way: (see Table 3). 

Now we will analyze the results according to the experience of the participants. Our hypothesis of this step is: 
The results will shows that the experience of participants is a main factor in software development, but by using 
proper methodology we can overcome the minor differences in experiment in development (Table 4). 

The experience of participants have small variation because some students usually starts internship during the 
studies. That’s why some participants have affiliation with industry and others.  

6.2. Analysis on Opinion of Participants 
As mentioned above, after the development the software system, participants were asked to fill the questionnaire  
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Chart 1. Distribution of participants according to their experience (In months).                                       

 

 
Chart 2. Distribution of participants according to their experience in different affiliation (In 
months).                                                                             

 

 
Chart 3. Average questionnaire results comparison by both groups.                                       

 
to give the feedback about the proposed knowledge management based methodology of requirements gathering. 
The results show that the experiment group gives better results. Experiment group is go through with all the 
steps proposed in a Proposed solution section. Later on, when the control group compares their results with ex- 
periment group, they also give their positive remarks about that knowledge management based solution. 
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Table 3. Statistical analysis of time taken in development.                                                                             

Sr. # 
Time Taken in Requirements Engineering Time Taken in Development 

Control Group Experiment Group Control Group Experiment Group 

1. 40 Hours 50 Hours 60 Hours 20 Hours 

Mean of Control Group 50 Mean of Experiment Group 35 

Median of Control Group 50 Median of Experiment Group 35 

S.D of Control Group 14.14 S.D of Experiment Group 21.21 

 
Table 4. Influence of participants on basis of experience.                                                                    

Group Affiliation Arch./Design Experience Programming 
Experience Participants Participants having both 

knowledge 

Control Group 3 2 4 1 

Experiment Group 4 2 4 2 

6.3. Limitations of the Study 
The study is implemented in an academic environment and has a small industry contribution. However we can 
further extend our work by implementing the proposed solution to an industry level. As there are small number 
of participants which is also a limitation of the study. Because if we have large number of participants, we can 
analyze the results in more better way. 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 
This paper is about presenting a knowledge based model to support the software requirement engineering phase 
which will definitely be a supportive material or supportive product for a complete software development me-
thodology. Our proposed model is based on the study of Faxiang Chen, Burseitn F. [11], but more explanatory 
and detailed form. We present a knowledge model, which will help the software engineers to learn deeply about 
the software organization as well as the problem domain. Also, in our proposed model, the feedback of customer 
is also included continuously to get better and efficient results. 

To implement proposed model, we use controlled experiment approach by using guidelines given in [32] [33]. 
We give a small task of simple police station automation system to graduate students of university located in 
Rawalpindi. Later on, we give a same project assignment to graduate students of another university located in 
Islamabad, and they were restricted to learn problem domain by using steps of proposed knowledge based model. 
Later on, we get a feedback from both groups as well as their supervisors about proposed methodology. Simi-
larly, to refine the results more, we use experts review session to get feedback and comments about our pro-
posed methodology. The resultant of our research is a well-defined and well structure problem domain as well as 
a proper knowledge model which will help the software engineers to learn about organization.  

In the future, we can analyze this model by changing different experiment objects which are basically other 
software systems of real enterprises and more complex. By changing objects, our variables will also change, like 
in this case we apply it on graduate students, further we can apply it on software engineers having rich expe-
rience. Another future work of this study is use of ontologies, experiencing different data sets and including 
some other emerging things. 
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